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Goals
Work together to understand:

● What is the MAP Growth Assessment?
● How is it scored?
● What is a RIT score?
● How is growth measured?
● How can you help your child?



What is the MAP (Measures 
of Academic Progress) 
Growth Assessment?

https://vimeo.com/230226438 

https://vimeo.com/230226438


What is the MAP Growth Assessment?
MAP® Growth™ is a test that adapts each student’s answers in real time to 
measure each student’s skill level.

● Mathematics
● Reading
● Language Usage



Why do students take the MAP Growth test?

MAP Growth scores help teachers check student performance by measuring 
Achievement and Growth. Teachers use results to adjust classroom lessons and 
work with students to set goals.



What do Achievement and Growth mean?
Achievement - How well you have learned skills in a subject (math, reading, 
language usage) compared to similar students nationwide.

Growth - A measure of student’s personal progress over the year.



Sharing MAP Reports with Students
Over the past several weeks, our teachers 
have met individually with students to share 
MAP® Growth™ scores in each subject area 
tested. Some of the questions they asked 
students were:

● Are you showing growth?
● Are you showing achievement?
● Is your growth reflective of your 

grades?
● How can you improve your growth and 

achievement?



Understanding Your Child’s Scores
The Family Report

https://teach.mapnwea.org/impl/maphelp/Content/AboutMAP/VideoBrowse/FamilyVideo.htm


Family Report

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1P4YOdwAzkvMBNUoQZ5Nqms5m5l4WwVHL/view?usp=sharing


The Family Report: How are MAP Scores Reported?
Achievement

Students receive an overall RIT score that 
indicates how they performed in a subject.

RIT scores range from 100 to 350, and the 
number is a measure of academic 
difficulty. (How difficult the questions are.) 



The Family Report: How are MAP Scores Reported?
Percentile

Students also receive a growth 
percentile which indicates the 
progress they have made from 
season to season.      



Questions
What general questions do you have about the information we shared?

What else do you want to know about MAP scores?


